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Createspace, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. H. P. Devlin, the billionaire owner and CEO of Universal Resources
International, a corporation founded on the most advanced technology in the world, establishes
Aanland as an experimental socialist community. His agents rescue Rex Anderson, a brilliant
electrical engineer, from a prolonged alcoholic binge brought on by the death of his wife and
unborn child. Partly to rehabilitate Rex, partly to solve a systems control problem, Devlin puts him in
charge of a URI fuel cell development project. Rex resists at first, but finds the research so
compelling and the remarkable Aanlandan society, one in which robots do all the routine work and
humans serve as their masters, so appealing that he shakes off his long depression and begins to
enjoy life again. It helps that he meets Clara, a woman with whom he develops a special rapport,
and that he becomes guardian to two remarkable orphans, boy and girl twins, rescued from a
brutal foster home. A system Devlin calls Cooperatism, in which money regulates the distribution of
goods and services but has no capital function, underlies Aanland s economy, and...
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These sorts of ebook is the greatest ebook readily available. Sure, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf
from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz

It in a of the best ebook. It is one of the most incredible pdf i actually have go through. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a composed book.
-- Elisha  McCulloug h-- Elisha  McCulloug h
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